
RULE 102. DISQUALIFICATIONS
A. Use of prohibited appointments. See under rules of Western Tack and Attire, Hunt Seat Tack and
Attire, Gymkhana and Reining.



B. Failure to wear ASTM/SEI approved headgear in youth classes on the flat in which hunt seat attire is
worn, and for all ages in classes over fences and gymkhana. Disqualification also results from failure
to fasten chinstrap or the loss of headgear (must remain in place on top of the head) in any class
where it is worn (rider must stop immediately).
Failure to wear protective headgear (meeting ASTM/SEI standards) or failure for it to remain in place on
top of the head with chinstrap fastened in jumping and gymkhana classes.

C. Loss of protective headgear anytime during jumping or gymkhana classes (or any class where it is
worn).
C. Loss of lead shank from handler’s hand in Leadline 6 & Under classes.
D. Falling of pony or rider. (Exception: See Reining, Rule 117 119.)

1. A rider is considered to have fallen when he is they are separated from his their pony (that
has not fallen) in such a way as to necessitate remounting or vaulting into the saddle, except in
gymkhana before or after the finish line.
2. A pony is considered to have fallen when the shoulders and the haunches on the same side
have touched the ground or an obstacle and the ground.

E. Split reins shall not be tied together except in games.
F. Tying of stirrups or tying of rider to tack or pony in any event. Exception: in gymkhana classes,
exhibitors may use rubber bands on each foot (maximum width ¼ inch) during competition, but may
not be tied, buckled, or fastened by any other means.
G. Off Course: Loss of course includes negotiating obstacles in other than specified order or in the wrong
direction, except in Reining.
H. Having more than one person in the ring with one pony or more than one pony in the arena with one
entrant. Exceptions: Youth Pleasure Driving (an adult may ride along to help only if an emergency arises)
and all Leadline classes.
I. No other animals are allowed in the arena while ponies are being exhibited, e.g., dogs, cats, goats,
calves, etc. (Exception: Livestock classes.)
J. Failure to complete the class as outlined by the rules. Judge’s interpretation is final. (Also see Reining,
Rule 117.) Riders may be disqualified for not following the judge’s instructions.
K. In classes in which western tack and attire is used, reins shall be held in one hand and cannot be
changed during performance. (Exception: Trail, when changing hands is needed to work an obstacle.)
Position of free hand is optional but should be clear of pony and equipment. (Exception: See Reining.)
Free hand may be used to adjust the rider’s length of rein while working except in Reining, and then
adjustment may be made only when pony is completely stopped.
L. In classes in which western tack and attire is used, use of two hands on reins to be penalized at
judge’s discretion. (Exception: games gymkhana classes, riding with a snaffle bit, also see Reining.)
M. A pony or rider whom the judge feels is unsafe and a threat to other exhibitors and show personnel.
A judge may order an exhibitor from the ring for bad conduct.
N. Having the wrong pony/rider number on the exhibitor’s back (or on both sides of saddle pad or
costume).
O. Failure of tack or equipment used on the pony or exhibitor during any class if the failure prevents
successful completion of the class pattern. (Exception: Hunter Over Fences ‐ failure of equipment may
be corrected with a penalty of 3 faults. see Rules 122 and 123). This rule does not apply to failure of
arena equipment used for a class.
P. Running into the arena directly into the starting line before the gate is closed in gymkhana classes or
any other classes judged on individual workouts.
Q. At the discretion of the judge, any rider receiving assistance from outside the ring (e.g., coaching a
rider through a pattern) may be disqualified from the class.


